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Nonlassial paths in the reurrene spetrum of diamagneti atoms
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s, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Chris H. Greene
JILA and the Department of Physi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Using time-independent sattering matries, we study how the eets of nonlassial paths on the
reurrene spetra of diamagneti atoms an be extrated from purely quantal alulations. This
study reveals an intimate relationship between two types of nonlassial paths: exoti ghost orbits
and dirative orbits. This relationship proves to be a previously unreognized reason for the suess
of semilassial theories, like losed-orbit theory, and permits a omprehensive reformulation of the
semilassial theory that eluidates its onvergene properties.
INTRODUCTION
Reurrene spetrosopy [1℄ provides an exellent win-
dow into atomi systems whose lassial ounterparts are
haoti, suh as atoms in strong magneti elds. While
the energy domain photoabsorption spetra of these sys-
tems are inredibly omplex [2℄, the time domain physis
is relatively simple, at least for short times. Reurrene
spetrosopy gives aess to this simple physis by reveal-
ing sharp (reurrene) peaks in the Fourier transform of
the photoabsorption spetra. Semilassial losed-orbit
theory [3℄ provides an elegant interpretation of these
short time features [4℄ in the spetra: eah reurrene
peak is assoiated with a lassial trajetory in whih
the eletron is launhed from and returns to the nuleus
radially. When the properties of these losed orbits
(periods, stabilities, and so on) are used in the ontext
of semilassial approximations, the reurrene spetrum
of hydrogen in a strong magneti eld an be predited
aurately [3, 5, 6℄.
There are, however, a number of limitations of losed-
orbit theory. In its traditional formulation, it neglets
quantum mehanial (Feynman) paths that have no las-
sial ounterparts. Examples of suh paths are ghost or-
bits [7℄ (orbits that have not yet bifurated into lassial
existene) and dirative orbits [8℄ (orbits or paths that
form when the eletron satters from features smaller
than its wavelength). Clearly, fully quantum mehani-
al methods do not suer from these shortomings. A
number of large sale quantum alulations have been
performed on single hannel atoms in strong magneti
elds [9℄. While these alulations show exellent agree-
ment with experiments they provide limited physial in-
sight beause they yield only the total photoabsorption
or reurrene ross setion, and do not neessarily help
in its interpretation.
In this paper we outline a method for analyzing reur-
rene spetra that ombines the interpretive strengths
of losed-orbit theory with the ability of fully quantum
mehanial methods to aurately desribe nonlassial
eets. This development relies on an exat quantum me-
hanial framework for treating atomi photoabsorption
in external elds, whih we derived in a previous paper
[10℄. When aurate quantum alulations are used in
this framework, insight an be gained that is not avail-
able in either semilassial methods or previous quantum
alulations. To illustrate the power of this approah,
we revisit the reurrene spetrum of diamagneti hydro-
gen and study reurrenes assoiated with dirative and
ghost orbits. Most signiantly, an intimate relationship
between these two types of orbits emerges. We onlude
by disussing the nontrivial impliations of this disovery
for semilassial theories of photoabsorption. Following
others [5℄, we use the saled variables (in atomi units)
w = 2πB−1/3 and ǫ = EB−2/3, so that in this paper the
energy-like variable is the saled eld w and the time-like
variable is the saled ation S˜.
These advanes are enabled by our use of time-
independent sattering matries to desribe the Rydberg
eletron's motion exatly. When an external eld is ap-
plied to an atom there are two suh sattering matries.
First, the ore-region S-matrix Sore of quantum defet
theory [11℄ is used to haraterize the sattering of the
eletron o the ioni ore at small distanes (r < 10
a.u.). For single hannel atoms, suh as the alkali-metal
atoms, Sore is given in terms of the quantum defets µl:
Sorell′ = δll′e
2πiµl .
Likewise, the long-range sattering matrix, SLR, har-
aterizes the Rydberg eletron's motion in the ombined
Coulomb and diamagneti potentials at distanes far
(r > 10 a.u.) from the ioni ore. As losed-orbit the-
ory rst showed, it is both appropriate and fruitful to
use semilassial approximations for the eletroni mo-
tion in this region. The semilassial approximation to
SLR (whih we do not utilize in any of the alulations
in this paper),
SLR,sclll′ (w) =
∑
j∈co
Ajll′(w)e
iS˜jw, (1)
is derived in [10℄. Like losed-orbit theory, this involves a
sum over the lassial losed orbits having saled ations
S˜j . The matrix A
j(w) varies slowly with w and ontains
2other information about the losed orbits (Maslov index,
stability, and so on). This form of the approximate, semi-
lassial SLR suggests that the exat quantum mehan-
ial SLR an be written in a similar form [16℄, but with
the sum being over all Feynman paths of the Rydberg
eletron that originate near the nuleus with angular mo-
mentum l′, and return to the nuleus with angular mo-
mentum l after sattering from the long range Coulomb
and magneti elds. While some of these quantum paths
have lassial analogues (losed orbits) also appearing in
the semilassial theory, others are purely quantal paths
that are negleted in semilassial theories.
The physis ontained in the S-matries an be probed
with the photoabsorption ross setion and its Fourier
transform. The sattering matries determine the a-
urate quantal photoabsorption ross setion σ(w) in a
straightforward manner [10℄:
σ(w) = 4π2αReω0 ~d
[
1− SoreSLR(w)
]−1
×[
1 + SoreSLR(w)
]
~d†. (2)
In this equation, ω0 is the frequeny of the light used
to exite the transition and
~d is the atomi dipole ve-
tor. Equation 2 gives the energy smoothed ross setion
aording to the following presription: when the long-
range S-matrix SLR is alulated [12℄ at a omplex value
of the saled eld w+ iΓ2 , Eq. 2 gives the total ross se-
tion preonvolved with a Lorentzian of width Γ [13℄.
The physial insight ontained in the photoabsorption
ross setion an be extrated by expanding the matrix[
1− SoreSLR
]−1
as a geometri series:
σ(w) ∼ Re ~d
[
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
(
SoreSLR
)n]
~d†. (3)
Beause the sattering matries are simply quantum-
mehanial amplitudes to satter through a region of
spae a single time, the ross setion an be viewed as
an innite sum over quantum mehanial paths where
the Rydberg eletron satters one
(
SoreSLR
)
or more(
SoreSLR
)n
times from the ore and long-range re-
gions.
While the semilassial SLR,scl (1) an be used in (3)
to derive a semilassial theory [10℄ of photoabsorption
that resembles losed-orbit theory, we emphasize that
it is not neessary to make a semilassial approxima-
tion. In fat, by using an aurate, fully quantum me-
hanial SLR, detailed information about the reurrene
spetrum an be extrated that is not available in either
losed-orbit theory or other fully quantum mehanial
methods. More speially, we assert that the study of
the Fourier transforms of individual terms in the expan-
sion of the ross setion (3) reveals reurrenes that ap-
pear only at a given order (n) of sattering. This ability
to study only partiular parts of the reurrene spetrum
without making any semilassial approximation is use-
ful for studying reurrenes assoiated with nonlassial
paths. To illustrate how this analysis works, we now use
it to study nonlassial paths in diamagneti hydrogen
without performing the detailed analysis required to re-
pair the semilassial approah [7℄.
There are two main types of nonlassial paths in dia-
magneti atoms: ghost orbits and dirative orbits. Be-
ause ghost orbits and dirative orbits appear at dier-
ent orders in the expansion of the photoabsorption ross
setion, their ontributions an be isolated. This anal-
ysis is presented in Figs. 1, 2 and 4 where we present
aurate quantum alulations of the saled reurrene
spetrum of diamagneti hydrogen. These results were
obtained by using an SLR(w) alulated with a B-spline
R-matrix tehnique and Sore = 1 in the various terms of
Eq. 3 [12℄. The dipole vetor
~d from the 2p, m = 0 state
to the even parity m = 0 nal states shown here is given
in [3℄. In the saled variables used here the energy-like
variable, w, is related to an eetive Plank's onstant
h¯eff = 2π/w. With this in mind, we study the Fourier
transform of the ross setion σ(w) at relatively low val-
ues of w (100− 500) so that nonlassial eets are more
pronouned.
The rst order reurrene spetrum∣∣∣FT [2Re~dSLR(w)~d†]∣∣∣ , pitured in Fig. 1, shows
reurrene peaks from only primitive losed orbits
and ghost orbits. To identify whih reurrene peaks
orrespond to ghost orbits, we rst perform a lassial
alulation of all the relevant losed-orbits at the saled
energy of interest. Then, when a rst order reurrene
peak is seen at a saled ation where no losed orbit
exists, a ghost orbit has been found. More speially,
as Fig. 1 shows, we an readily identify the so alled
exoti ghost orbits that bifurate into real losed orbits
through a saddle-node bifuration at (muh) higher
saled energies. A semilassial theory for these ghosts
has been worked out by Main and Wunner [7℄ who
predit an exponential fallo of the ghost amplitude at
saled energies below the lassial bifuration point. The
rst order reurrene spetrum in Fig. 1 learly does
not show suh a deay of the ghost orbit reurrenes.
This apparent disrepany, and its resolution, will
be disussed below, after the seond order reurrene
spetrum has been presented.
The Fourier transform of the seond order
term in the expansion of the ross setion,∣∣∣FT [2Re~dSLR(w)SLR(w)~d†]∣∣∣ , is pitured in Fig. 2
and shows only reurrenes due to double repetitions
(2R1, 2V
1
1 , . . .) of primitive losed orbits and double
ombinations (R1 + V1, . . .) of dierent losed orbits.
While the presene of reurrenes due to repetitions
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Figure 1: The Fourier transform, or reurrene strength, of
the linear term in the expansion of the photoabsorption ross
setion 2Re~dSLR(w)~d† is plotted for hydrogen (even parity,
m = 0) at seven saled energies (ǫ = −0.9 → −0.3). Re-
urrene peaks orresponding to primitive losed orbits are
labeled using the notation of [1℄. Beause an aurate, fully
quantummehanial SLR(w) has been used, reurrene peaks
assoiated with ghost orbits an also be seen. The reurrene
peaks indiated by dashed lines are ghost orbits (X ′s) [7℄ that
bifurate into real losed orbits through saddle-node bifura-
tions at higher saled energies than shown here.
of the same losed orbit are predited in semilassial
theories, the presene of ombinations of dierent
orbits in hydrogen is surprising from a semilassial
perspetive. Typially it is argued (see [14℄, p.185) that
beause sattering of a low-l state by a pure Coulomb
potential is strongly baksattered, the quantum wave
returning to the nuleus along a given losed orbit an
only satter bak out into the same losed orbit and not
into any other losed orbits. However, we emphasize
that this piture is stritly true only in the lassial limit
(h¯eff = 0). At any nite value of h¯eff , the ∆θ∆l >∼ h¯
unertainty relation limits the validity of this highly
diretional lassial sattering argument. The aurate
quantum alulations presented in Fig. 2 support this
laim by showing seond-order reurrenes that appear
at the saled ations of ombinations of primitive losed
orbits.
The main point of the present letter is based on a sim-
ple observation about the rst and seond order reur-
rene spetra shown here. A quik omparison of Figs. 1
and 2 reveals an interesting trend about the reurrenes
of (exoti) ghost orbits and dirative ombination or-
bits. Namely, they have similar, if not idential, saled
ations and reurrene amplitudes. This orrespondene
holds for every ase that we have studied, whih sug-
gests that there is a one to one relationship between ex-
oti ghost orbits and dirative ombination orbits. This
proposal is further eluidated by the topologies of the
trajetories of the ghost and ombination orbits, whih
are plotted in Fig. 3. In all ases, orbits having similar
saled ations are also topologially similar. We now turn
to the most interesting aspet of this relationship, whih
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Figure 2: The reurrene strength, of the quadrati term
in the expansion of the photoabsorption ross setion
2Re~d
(
SoreSLR(w)
)
2
~d† is plotted for diamagneti hydro-
gen (see Fig. 1). No semilassial approximations have been
made, whih results the appearane of nonlassial reur-
renes that are related to the eletron sattering twie from
the long range region. More speially, reurrenes asso-
iated with ombinations (R1 + V
1
1 , . . .) of two losed or-
bits are seen, whih are lassially forbidden beause of the
strong baksattering of lassial low-l Coulomb sattering.
Classially-allowed double repetitions of the primitive losed
orbits (2R1, 2V
1
1 , . . .) are also seen.
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Figure 3: This gure shows the topologial similarity between
the exoti ghost orbits (bottom) and their ombination orbit
ounterparts (top). The orbits are plotted in ylindrial (ρ, z)
oordinates at a saled energy slightly above that where the
ghost orbit has bifurated into existene (as a true losed
orbit) through a saddle-node bifuration.
emerges when the total reurrene spetra (all orders of
sattering) are plotted.
Surprisingly, the total reurrene spetra, |FT [σ(w)]|,
shows neither exoti ghost orbits, nor ombination orbits.
More speially, the ghost orbit reurrenes (rst or-
der) anel with the ombination orbit reurrenes (se-
ond order) in the total reurrene spetrum for hydrogen
photoabsorption. Again, exept very near the lassial
bifuration points, this anellation seems universal, and
essentially omplete.
This relationship between exoti ghost orbits and om-
bination orbits in hydrogen an be expressed formally
when the exat quantum SLR is written in the form,
SLR =
∑
j∈co
Sj +
∑
p∈ghosts
Sp, (4)
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Figure 4: The reurrene strength of the total photoabsorp-
tion ross setion σ(w), Eq. (2), is plotted for diamagneti
hydrogen (see Figs. 1 and 2). While all nonlassial eets
(ghost orbits, ombination orbits) are inluded exatly in this
purely quantal alulation, neither the ghost orbits (Fig. 1)
nor the ombination orbits (Fig. 2) survive in the total ross
setion. They anel aurately.
where the rst sum is over all paths assoiated with a
lassial losed orbit, and the seond sum is over the
ghost orbits that are not assoiated with a lassially-
allowed real losed orbit at the saled energy of inter-
est. Based on our aurate quantum alulations pre-
sented above, we postulate the following: for every exoti
ghost p there exist two or more primitive losed orbits
(i, j, k . . .) suh that
Sp + P (SiSjSk . . .) ∼ e
−(ǫb−ǫ), (5)
when the urrent saled energy ǫ is less than the saled
energy ǫb where the ghost orbit bifurates into a real
losed orbit. The funtion P () in (5) denotes the sum
of all possible permutations of the primitive orbit S-
matries. The exponentially deaying reurrene ampli-
tude that is predited by Main and Wunner atually on-
sists of two piees: a dirative orbit and a ghost orbit.
We lose by outlining the impliations of the anel-
lation (in hydrogen) between exoti ghost and ombina-
tion orbits for semilassial theories. Most importantly,
in atoms other than hydrogen, the interferene between
these two types of paths is no longer ompletely destru-
tive. This is beause the dirative ombination orbits
satter twie from the ioni ore, piking up a phase
exp(4iπµl), while the exoti ghost orbits satter only one
from the ioni ore during their trajetory aquiring a
phase of exp(2iπµl). The resulting nondestrutive inter-
ferene leads to the well know ore-sattered reurrenes
in the total spetra.
The anellation ondition, Eq. (5), an be inorpo-
rated into the photoabsorption ross setion, Eq. (3),
to derive a semilassial theory of photoabsorption for
atoms other than hydrogen. The resulting semilassial
photoabsorption ross setion is [12℄,
σscl∼Re ~d
[
1 + 2SoreSLRscl
∞∑
n=0
(
TSLRscl
)n]
~d† (6)
whih is valid exept near the lassial bifuration points.
This is exatly the result that other researhers have de-
rived in extending losed orbit theory to treat nonhydro-
geni atoms [8, 15℄, reast in terms of sattering matries.
Most importantly, this form of the ross setion is a power
series in the matrix T = 1 − Sore, whih vanishes for
hydrogen. We emphasize that the assumptions impliit
in losed-orbit theory, namely the subtle relationship be-
tween exoti ghost orbits and dirative orbits, have re-
mained obsured until now. This work eluidates these
subtleties and desribes how a meaningful semilassial
approximation emerges out of a areful onsideration of
the exat quantum mehanis.
The main advantage in writing the result of losed or-
bit theory in terms of S-matries is that it is easily re-
ognizable as a geometri series, whih an be resummed
analytially,
σscl ∼ Re~d
(
1 + 2SoreSLRscl
[
1− TSLRscl
]−1)
~d†, (7)
to inlude all orders of ore-sattering automatially.
Furthermore, the onvergene properties of the series,
Eq. 6, are well known: Eq. (6) onverges absolutely to
Eq. (7) when: ∣∣∣(Sore − 1)SLRscl ∣∣∣ < 1. (8)
While this is a formal requirement that may or may not
be satised in a given irumstane, Eqs. (6), (7) and (8)
provide a well established framework for further study of
the onvergene properties of losed orbit theory.
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